COMPANY
VA L U E S :
• Safety
• Integrity
• Team
• Excellence
HR CORNER
• National Truck
Driver Appreciation
Week September
9th -13th
• Annual Open
Enrollment for
Health Benefits on
November 2019

Oscar Cruz and
Angel Mendez
won quarterly driver
appreciation raffles !!!
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Message from Bob Hughes & Jim Musgrave (Co-Presidents)
You are Tiger Lines!
You play a big role in who
Tiger Lines is. We each are
the face of Tiger Lines to our
customers, and some of
those customers are internal
and some are external. For
someone creating a payroll
check, the customer is you
and they are Tiger Lines
to you. For a mechanic
addressing a problem with
a driver, the mechanic is
Tiger Lines to that driver.
For the driver interacting with
an outside customer, the
driver is Tiger Lines to that
customer. We each are the
face of Tiger Lines. Perhaps
you have a favorite place
to eat or to shop. The person
that serves you is that
company to you. It is not
the owner or the management, it is the person you
interact with that is the face
of the company to you.

Often it is easy to forget the
amount of influence we
each have on our working
1st Annual
culture, and how important
March Madness
Office & Shop
it is to ensure we are
Basketball Shootout
creating the culture we
Tournament Champions: want to work in. We each
Team Name: 1st Place
are casting a perception of
Players:
Tiger Lines to those people
• JJ Rico - Ave 10 pts/
game @ 54% shooting watching us, and we want
people inside and outside
• Mario Nava - Ave 10
of the company to know we
pts/game @ 56%
shooting
care about them.

We have frequently
discussed our four core
values and how we use
those as a basis for nearly
all decisions. Those values
are Safety, Integrity, Team
and Excellence, which are
easily remembered by the
acronym S.I.T.E. Our values
are the guard rails that
keep us on the road. Shine
works alongside our values
and is the way we conduct
business. There are four
activities of Shine, and those
are Win4; Humble, hungry
and smart with people;
Advancing people, processes
and legacy; & Transparency
and clarity. These are easily
remembered by the acronym
W.H.A.T.
We have unpacked these
before, so a quick reminder
is Win4 is to ensure all
participants consider themselves to be winning. Those
participants are employees,
outside customers, Tiger
Lines as a company, and our
vendors that support us. We
all need to win in the long
run otherwise it is not a
true sus taina ble win.
Humble, hungry and smart
with people are attributes
we all need to use. This is
the posture we have when
we interact with people inside
and outside the company.
Advancement of people,

processes and legacy is
where we are looking to
constantly improve the abilities
of people so they can be the
best version of them, supported
by improved processes in
order to ensure the company
continues to do well and
support us all. Last is Transparency and clarity because
we want open communication
and information to flow freely.
We want to communicate truth
and get to the bottom of issues
that are blocking us from being
able to Shine to our potential!
You are greatly appreciated
for your contribution to making
Tiger Lines the preferred
company it is. We have a great
reputation in our industry, and
it is because of all of individual
details, performed by all of us,
culminating to provide a great
service and to communicate
that we truly care.
Tomato Season is Here!!!...
Next up are
Wine Grapes!!!!
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Tiger Lines Roars!!! - Roar of the Week
Please follow our
Instagram to know more
about our Tiger Team
members!!!

What is their
favorite food or
movies?

Fernando Gomez,
25 years!!!

What super
powers do they
wish they had?

Greg Gray,
25 years!!!

Howard Jones, 10 years!!!

Jason Henry, 10 years!!!

Juan Andalon, 10 years!!!

Pedro Aguilar Maldonado,
5 years!!!

Trailer Fire Response -- Presented by Mark Handel (Safety Director)
I want to express my sincere the Chief we could unload
admiration to the Tiger Team. the trailer at Potrero Hills
Landfill, 6 miles down the
On July 18, 2019, we had a road. Dispatch contacted the
trailer fire on Highway 12. Potrero Site Manager (Natalie
Dispatch (Jimmy Alvarado) Hicks) for authorization and
received a call from a bulk they allowed us to bring
driver (Bernardo Cervantes) the hot load into the landfill.
that his trailer was on fire. The driver safely reconnected
Dispatch quickly notified and towed the trailer to
Safety (Mark Handel) so we the landfill with the fire
could respond to the scene. truck following behind.
By the time Safety arrived to
the site, the driver had When we arrived at the
a l r e a d y d i s c o n n e c t e d landfill, the team at Potrero
the tractor from the trailer directed our driver to a
and the fire department dumpsite with their water
was trying to put out the tanker ready to spray down
flames.
the load. Our driver backed
into the location and started
The Montezuma Fire Chief up the walking floor and
(Daniel Schindler) knew he began unloading the hot
could not completely stop the load.
As the load was
fire while the trailer was still coming out, the Montezuma
loaded, so he needed to tanker was on one side
dump the load. We advised and the Potrero tanker was
on the other side, both
spraying down the load.
Bill Melancon,
The fire was completely
10 years!!!,
put out with minor damage
Kraft Heinz
Dedicated Service
to the trailer.

If not for all involved, we
may have lost a trailer or even
worse. Kudos to Bernardo,
Jimmy, Shop team, the
Montezuma Fire Department
Station 51, and the folks at
Potrero Hills who helped
respond to this incident.
Great Job!

Just a Thought:
“Sometimes you will
never know the value of
a moment
until it becomes a
memory.”
-- Theodor Seuss Geisel
(Dr. Seuss)
Social Info
Tiger Lines is committed to continue
getting better in everything we do and we
believe
your
suggestions can
help us get there.
Please contact HR
to share your comments and suggestions. Follow us at
Tiger Lines’ sites:

